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The effects of “molecular crowding” on elementary biochemical
processes due to high solute concentrations are poorly understood
and yet clearly essential to the folding of nucleic acids and proteins
into correct, native structures. The present work presents, to our
knowledge, first results on the single-molecule kinetics of solute
molecular crowding, specifically focusing on GAAA tetraloop–recep-
tor folding to isolate a single RNA tertiary interaction using time-
correlated single-photon counting and confocal single-molecule
FRET microscopy. The impact of crowding by high–molecular-
weight polyethylene glycol on the RNA folding thermodynamics
is dramatic, with up to ΔΔG° ∼ −2.5 kcal/mol changes in free
energy and thus >60-fold increase in the folding equilibrium con-
stant (Keq) for excluded volume fractions of 15%. Most importantly,
time-correlated single-molecule methods permit crowding effects
on the kinetics of RNA folding/unfolding to be explored for the
first time (to our knowledge), which reveal that this large jump in
Keq is dominated by a 35-fold increase in tetraloop–receptor folding
rate, with only a modest decrease in the corresponding unfolding
rate. This is further exploredwith temperature-dependent single-mol-
ecule RNA folding measurements, which identify that crowding
effects are dominated by entropic rather than enthalpic contributions
to the overall free energy change. Finally, a simple “hard-sphere”
treatment of the solute excluded volume is invoked to model the
observed kinetic trends, and which predict ΔΔG° ∼ −5 kcal/mol
free-energy stabilization at excluded volume fractions of 30%.
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In recent years, the number of functional roles for noncoding
RNAs has grown rapidly, forever changing the perception of

RNA in biology (1). New activities attributed to RNA include
gene regulation through self-splicing, ligand sensing, and si-
lencing via RNA interference (2). Due to the well-known re-
lationship between structure formation and function, many studies
have focused on the kinetics and thermodynamics that govern both
secondary and tertiary structure formation in RNAs (3). However,
the intimate coupling of polyanionic RNA to the surrounding
medium makes descriptions of the “RNA-plus-solution” system
unusually complicated, requiring intense, ongoing efforts to un-
derstand quantitatively how complex solution mixtures perturb the
dynamics and kinetics of RNA structure formation.
In the cell, many RNAs function in the cytoplasm, a hetero-

geneous solution of biopolymers (proteins and nucleic acids),
inorganics (K+, Na+, Mg2+, Cl−, HCO3

−, etc.), and other small
cosolutes (amino acids, NTPs) (4). This multicomponent mixture
differs substantially from the dilute, buffered, aqueous con-
ditions in which biomolecular reactions are often studied in the
laboratory. The presence of these cosolutes, however, is known
to significantly affect the equilibrium properties and kinetics of
RNA structure. In particular, cations interact strongly with the
polyanionic RNA backbone and thus ion–nucleic acid inter-
actions have been studied intensively (5–7). However, even in the
absence of any strong intermolecular chemical interaction po-
tential, other cosolutes can also influence the equilibrium and
kinetics of macromolecules. The most relevant example in mo-
lecular biology can be seen in the cytoplasm, where proteins
and nucleic acids exist in high concentrations (>350 mg/mL). By

occupying a large fraction of the 3D solution, these cosolutes can
significantly limit the space that RNAs have for conformational
sampling, resulting in “molecular-crowding” effects (8). Due to
the extreme differences in cosolute concentration between in vitro
biochemical experiments and the crowded cytosol environment
in vivo, a fundamental “first-principles” understanding of these
effects is obviously crucial.
Previous studies have documented the stabilizing effects of

molecular crowding on the equilibrium thermodynamics of bio-
molecular folding; however, the majority of the work has been
focused on protein systems (9–11). In a more limited scope,
excluded volume ideas have also been applied to the thermo-
dynamics of nucleic acid systems, including DNA duplex/hairpin
motifs, RNA ribozymes, and telomerase pseudoknot RNA (12–15).
The observation common to all of these studies is that high–
molecular-weight PEGs increase the thermodynamic stability of
the folded, more compact nucleic acid structures, as observed via
increase in Tm or decrease in cation-titration transition midpoints
(13, 14). Interestingly, despite considerable progress made by such
efforts, molecular-crowding effects on nucleic acid folding have
been limited to thermodynamic perspectives, with no clear picture
emerging for the underlying kinetic origins of this stabilization,
which reflects a major goal of the present study.
In this work, the coupling of an isolated GAAA tetraloop–

receptor (Fig. 1A) to the surrounding solution is studied in mixtures
of high molecular weight polyethylene glycols (PEGs) [average
molecular weight (<mw>) = 8,000 amu], which have often been
used as a proxy for effects of a crowded intracellular environment
(8, 13, 14). Specifically, PEGs are known to increase the bulk so-
lution viscosity, while at the same time provide strong equilibrium
stabilization for folded conformations of proteins and nucleic acids
(ΔΔG° < 0) (13, 14, 16, 17). One powerful advantage of the present
studies is that, in addition to such shifts in equilibrium behavior,
single-molecule FRET (smFRET) measurements also permit di-
rect observation of the kinetic effects of PEG on conformational
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transitions for an isolated GAAA tetraloop–receptor tertiary in-
teraction. Furthermore, the shifts in smFRET equilibrium and ki-
netic behavior have been explored as a function of temperature,
which allow the crowding free-energy changes to be cleanly isolated
in terms of their enthalpic and entropic contributions. Of particular
interest, the present experiments identify the predominant ther-
modynamic origin of such crowding based equilibrium and kinetic
behavior as a reduction in the unfolded RNA-plus-solution
conformational entropy (8, 18, 19).
As a theoretical framework for analyzing and extracting insight

from the experimental data, it is instructive to consider the
simplest physical model for the RNA–PEG cosolute interactions.
In particular, we exploit a “hard-sphere” interaction model (i.e.,
scaled particle theory) to approximate the limited conformational
space that RNA samples when surrounded by PEG cosolutes (Fig.
1B) (8, 18, 19). This model was originally adapted by Minton to
describe the biophysical effects of crowding conditions on multiple
protein systems (8, 20). By virtue of limiting the space available, and
restricting the RNA to occupy the cavities between the cosolutes,
there is an implicit free-energy increase (i.e., “cost”) between the
RNA molecule in dilute solution conditions and a solution crowded
with large cosolutes.
At a more detailed level, where the RNA can occupy two

distinct structures, as is the case with tertiary structure forma-
tion, the increase in free energy associated with putting the RNA

system into a crowded solution results in a differential free en-
ergy change:

ΔΔG=ΔGdilute→crowded
fold −ΔGdilute→crowded

unfold ; [1]

which has the effect of shifting the folding equilibrium to the
more compact state. Most importantly, we find that this differ-
ential free energy stabilization predominantly arises from entropic
contributions and can be described by an analytical function of the
relative “sizes,” modeled as hard-sphere radii, of the RNA states
and cosolute. Although approximate, this simple model can be
particularly useful when radius of gyration estimates of the vari-
ous molecular species are known, thus enabling prediction of
molecular-crowding effects for a variety of cosolute identities.

Results
Crowding Effects on the Tetraloop–Receptor Equilibrium. To de-
velop and test a quantitative model of how large cosolutes
“crowd” a single RNA tertiary interaction to modify its free-energy
landscape, both (i) the equilibrium properties as well as (ii) the
folding/unfolding kinetic rate constants of a doubly labeled
GAAA tetraloop–receptor FRET construct (Fig. 1A) have been
probed at the single-molecule level using photon color/polari-
zation sorted time-correlated single-photon counting confocal
microscopy (21–23). As illustrated in Fig. 2, EFRET time trajec-
tories from these studies are shown for the tetraloop–receptor in
buffered solution and with 4% (wt/wt) PEG 8000. The most
obvious effect of adding PEG 8000 to the solution is a significant
increase in the equilibrium constant, Keq = [folded]/[unfolded],
from Keq = 0.19 (2) to 1.2 (2), as evidenced by histograms (right
panels) for the individual EFRET trajectories. This experimental
result is consistent with the many observations that high–
molecular-weight PEGs preferentially stabilize the compact or fol-
ded states of biomolecules (9, 10, 13, 14). Even in a solution with
relatively modest PEG 8000 content [4% (wt/wt)], this 6.3-fold
change in Keq indicates a preferential stabilization of the folded
tetraloop–receptor state by ΔΔG° ∼ −1.1 kcal/mol (−1.8 RT).
Such cosolute effects can be mapped out more explicitly by plot-
ting Keq as a function of PEG 8000 concentration. As shown in
Fig. 3A, the cosolute crowding effects result in a near-exponential
increase in Keq as a function of [PEG 8000], with Keq = 0.34 (4) in
buffered solution now rising by 62-fold to Keq = 21 (4) at 16%
(wt/wt) PEG 8000. Such an increase corresponds to a preferential
stabilization of the folded, more compact tetraloop–receptor
state by ΔΔG° ∼ −2.5 kcal/mol (−4.1 RT). By way of theoretical

Fig. 1. (A) The single-molecule GAAA tetraloop–receptor construct is shown.
The shaded circles represent the approximate effective volumes occupied by
the folded and unfolded states of the tetraloop and receptor. The GAAA
tetraloop is connected to the receptor helix via a PEG6 linker. (B) A thermo-
dynamic cycle describes the differential change in folding free energy between
dilute and crowded solution conditions.

Fig. 2. EFRET trajectories comparing 0% and 4% PEG 8000 reveal a significant
increase in the frequency of excursions to the high EFRET state. Histograms
(Left) show an increase in Keq by more than sixfold, even for only 4% PEG
8000 solutions.
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comparison, the dashed gray line in Fig. 3A represents data fits
with the simple scaled particle model, the details of which will be
discussed later.

Solute Crowding Effects on Tetraloop–Receptor Kinetics. Although
cosolute crowding effects on the equilibrium behavior are quite
substantial, these data cannot speak to the kinetic origins of this
increase. Specifically, the 62-fold increase in Keq does not iden-
tify whether it arises from cosolute (i) reduced RNA unfolding or
(ii) enhanced RNA folding rate constants, or some combination of
the two. Considerably more kinetic information for crowding in-
duced stabilization may therefore be gained at the single-molecule
level by examining the time domain dynamics of the EFRET tra-
jectories themselves (see Fig. S1). As shown in Fig. 2, Upper, the
tetraloop–receptor construct in buffer conditions spends most of
the time in the unfolded (low EFRET) state, with only brief
excursions into the folded (high EFRET) state. With 4% (wt/wt)
PEG 8000 added to the solution, the trajectories change markedly
(Fig. 2, Lower). There is a dramatic growth in frequency of excur-
sions into the folded (high FRET) state, yet the mean duration of
these excursions in the high EFRET state does not change appre-
ciably. Thus, the time trajectories immediately reveal that the pri-
mary effect of PEG 8000-based crowding of the GAAA tetraloop–
receptor is to increase the folding rates, whereas the unfolding
behavior remains essentially constant (see Fig. S1).
The trends in the rate constant dependence on PEG 8000

percentage (wt/wt) are mapped out more completely in Fig. 3B.
In this plot, kfold clearly reveals a superexponential increase [3.4
(0.5) s−1 → 120 (10) s−1] with PEG 8000 concentration for only
a less than twofold decrease in kunfold [∼10 (1) s−1 → 5.6 (0.8) s−1].
Thus, the dramatic cosolute induced growth in Keq is dominated
by the increase in kfold, with only minor contributions due to
a subtle decrease in kunfold. This is not an obvious result, as one
could have anticipated crowding as a mechanism for suppression
of the unfolding process, thereby enhancing the stability of the
native tetraloop–receptor tertiary interaction. The better physi-
cal explanation consistent with the data would be that the tran-
sition state for folding represents a more compact conformation
than the unfolded state; thus, the free-energy barrier necessary
to achieve the transition state decreases with cosolute crowding.
Again, by way of comparison with theory, the dashed gray lines in
Fig. 3B represent least-squares fits of the data to a simple scaled
particle model, for which the agreement is surprisingly good.
Note that these results are fully consistent with kinetic trends

predicted from coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations for
folding of the WW peptide domain (24, 25).

Temperature Studies Identify the Predominant Role of Entropy in
Molecular Crowding. The thermodynamic origin of the observed
crowding induced stabilization (ΔΔG° < 0) of the tetraloop–
receptor is probed further with temperature-dependent measure-
ments in both aqueous solutions and in an 8% (wt/wt) PEG 8000
solution (Fig. 4). With temperature as an experimental variable,
the observed change in the folding free energy [ΔG°= −RTln(Keq)]
can be deconstructed into its enthalpic (ΔH°) and entropic
(−TΔS°) contributions. Fig. 4 displays the results in the form of
a plot of ln(Keq) vs. 1/T, which for simple Van’t Hoff analysis
should yield a straight line with slope and intercept of −ΔH°/R
and ΔS°/R, respectively. By visual inspection, the primary effect
of adding PEG 8000 to the solution is to shift the intercepts to
higher entropy values, with minimal or no change to the slope.
Recast in thermodynamic terms, a parallel upward shift with no
slope change corresponds to free energy stabilization driven by
a reduction in the entropic cost of folding with no change in
reaction enthalpy. In good agreement with this interpretation,
the enthalpies measured from independent linear least-squares
fits to the two datasets match each other within experimental
uncertainty, ΔH° = −23.4 (2.0) and −22.0 (2.0) kcal/mol for
aqueous solution and 8% (wt/wt) PEG 8000, respectively. Note
that these enthalpy values are in excellent agreement with those
reported for a similar GAAA-tetraloop construct with a U7
linker (23). To provide more reliable estimates of ΔS° and ΔΔS°,
the datasets have also been fit assuming a common enthalpy,
resulting in entropic folding costs of ΔS° = −75.2 (1) and −72.7
(1) cal·mol−1·K for aqueous and 8% (wt/wt) PEG 8000, re-
spectively, which yields a positive differential entropy change of

Fig. 3. (A) Keq is plot as a function of the PEG 8000 solution content. (B) The
individual rate constants are shown in a logarithmic plot, highlighting the
dramatic increase and much smaller decrease in kfold and kunfold, respectively.

Fig. 4. Van’t Hoff plot for the tetraloop–receptor equilibrium in aqueous
buffer and 8% PEG 8000, where the parallel shift upwards in y intercept
reveals that crowding-induced stabilization by PEG 8000 occurs predomi-
nantly through reduction in the entropic cost of folding. Left-hand column
shows enthalpy changes consistent with ΔΔH° = 0 within experimental error.
The second and third columns (*) reflect fits with ΔΔH° = 0 to break pa-
rameter correlation and generate a more reliable prediction for entropic
lowering of the free-energy difference, i.e., −TΔΔS°.
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ΔΔS° = +2.5 (2) cal·mol−1·K−1. By itself, this entropy difference
translates into ΔΔG° (300 K) = −0.75 kcal/mol, which, compared
with room temperature equilibrium data for the same 8% ex-
cluded volume fraction reveals that ΔΔG° ∼ −1 kcal/mol. Thus,
differential entropy accounts for roughly 75% of the total change
in ΔG°, clearly providing additional support for an entropically
dominated treatment of molecular crowding. Finally, we note
that the vanishing of the enthalpic contributions does not imply
an absence of interaction between PEG 8000 and the tetraloop–
receptor construct, but rather that any additional enthalpic
crowding effects are nearly equivalent for the folded and un-
folded states. Again, these results are consistent with the entropic
stabilization mechanism described for the WW peptide domain and
based on a coarse-grained molecular-dynamics model (24).

Discussion
Accelerated Folding Leads to Preferential Stabilization of Compact
States. As a first step, we have explored the isolated GAAA
tetraloop–receptor equilibrium behavior as a function of PEG
8000 solution content. Figs. 2 and 3 clearly illustrate that, even
under mild crowding conditions [4% (wt/wt) PEG 8000; Fig. 2],
there is a significant preferential stabilization by ΔΔG° ∼ −1.1
kcal/mol for folded (high EFRET) state of the tetraloop–
receptor. Extended to more crowded conditions (Fig. 3A), Keq is
found to be exponentially sensitive to percentage (wt/wt) PEG
8000, resulting in crowding-induced stabilizations up to as much
asΔΔG° ∼ −2.5 kcal/mol. It is worth noting that such effects for this
isolated GAAA tetraloop–receptor tertiary motif are remarkably
large. By way of comparison, detailed equilibrium thermody-
namic studies of DNA crowding effects in PEG 8000 solutions by
Knowles et al. (14) found maximal stabilizations only of order
ΔΔG° ∼ −1 kcal/mol for formation of 12-nt DNA duplexes.
However, it is the kinetic measurement capabilities of this

single-molecule experiment that permit these equilibrium (Keq =
kfold/kunfold) changes to be analyzed in more detail. As the PEG
8000 content in the solution is increased, kfold increases by ∼40-
fold, whereas kunfold decreases <2×. Thus, the large crowding-
induced shifts observed in Keq are dominated by the folding
rather than unfolding kinetics of the RNA tertiary structure. This
is again not obvious, because an alternative model based on
preferential enthalpic stabilization of the folded state would
predict a crowding-induced suppression of the unfolding rate.
The increase in rate constant with PEG crowding provides

valuable information on the free-energy barrier to folding of the
tetraloop–receptor tertiary interaction. In the context of transi-
tion state theory, the reactants remain in steady-state equilib-
rium with the transition state conformation, which, just as for the
fully folded vs. unfolded conformations, can be differentially
influenced by presence of the cosolute (Fig. 1B). In the forward
(folding) direction, the rapid increase in kfold reveals preferential
stabilization of the transition state free energy relative to the
unfolded state. In the reverse (unfolding) direction, however, the
folded and transition state conformations appear to be stabilized
under crowding conditions by similar amounts. The data there-
fore support a physical picture in which the unfolded and tran-
sition states for the tetraloop–receptor represent substantially
different levels of compaction, with the transition state more
closely approximating the size of the fully folded state.
Furthermore, the temperature-dependent equilibrium con-

stants (Fig. 4) and kinetic rates (Fig. S2) help parse the free-
energy shifts into enthalpic and entropic contributions, illus-
trating a predominantly entropic origin for PEG 8000-induced
crowding phenomena in tetraloop–receptor construct. One ob-
vious interpretation would be that the transition state for folding
has achieved a similar level of compaction as the completely
folded state, i.e., a “late” transition state. However, there must be
competing influences, because previous single-molecule thermo-
dynamic studies of the tetraloop–receptor reveal a transition state
free energy barrier to folding with predominantly entropic rather
than enthalpic contributions, which would imply an “early” barrier
under dilute aqueous conditions. One explanation consistent with

the data would be that the transition state for achieving the folded
tetraloop–receptor tertiary interaction shifts systematically to a
more compact conformation as a function of the cosolute crowding
conditions. It would be particularly interesting to test these model
interpretations with detailed molecular-dynamics simulations and/
or more sophisticated statistical theories of RNA folding dynamics
as a function of crowding environment. As a first step in this di-
rection, these experimental trends are examined below in the
context of a simple hard-sphere statistical model.

Scaled Particle Theory. The present single-molecule studies have
revealed remarkably strong effects of PEG 8000 crowding on
both the equilibrium and kinetic behavior of RNA folding, with the
dramatic increase in folding rate constants controlling the overall
impact. In conjunction with temperature-dependent studies, the
results indicate the crowding-induced changes in the overall free-
energy differences for tetraloop–receptor folding to be dominated
by entropic contributions, with the negligible enthalpic shifts in-
dicating a nearly balanced cosolute interaction with both folded
and unfolded states. These observations suggest that the essential
physics of such crowding-induced changes for RNA folding of
the tetraloop–receptor interaction can be captured within a
minimal statistical framework of noninteracting particles.
One simple yet powerful statistical treatment of noninteracting

cosolutes is so-called “scaled particle theory,” based on the simpli-
fying assumptions of (i) ideal solutions of cosolute particles and (ii)
hard-sphere interactions between solute pairs with effective radii for
each of the cosolutes. This permits development of analytical
expressions for incremental free energies per molecule associated
with insertion of a spherical solute of radius ri into a hard-sphere
solution of cosolutes of radius rc at a given volume fraction φ. From
the equilibrium measurements in Fig. 3A, the free-energy change,
ΔG° = −RT ln(Keq), as well as ΔΔG° = −RT ln(Keq/K°eq) can be
calculated for each set of solution conditions. As summarized
in Fig. 5A, ΔΔG° is a systematically decreasing function of
increasing excluded volume fraction, φ= ρV , where ρ and V are
the density and effective volume of the PEG solute. In the
context of scaled particle theory, this can be recast in terms of:

φ=
4πr3c
3

ρc; [2]

where ρc is the number density of the crowding cosolute par-
ticles. Because the experimental ΔΔG° values in Fig. 5A are
defined relative to aqueous buffered conditions, the plot starts
at 0 and decreases with increasing volume fraction. This is consis-
tent with the expectation of preferential stabilization of the folded,
more compact state in a crowded solution environment.
As first demonstrated by Lebowitz and co-workers, the fol-

lowing analytical expression for ΔGdil→crd
i =RT can be derived:

ΔGdil→crd
i

�
RT =−lnð1−φÞ+

�
φ

1−φ

��
z3 + 3z2 + z

�

+
�

φ

1−φ

�2�
3z3 +

9
2
z2
�
+
�

φ

1−φ

�3�
3z3

�
; [3]

where z = ri/rc is the dimensionless ratio of “crowded” to “crow-
der” scale lengths (18, 19). If we associate rc with the effective
radius of the crowding PEG 8000 solute, and ri with the corre-
sponding radius of a particular folded (rfold), unfolded (runfold) or
transition state (rtst) conformation of the tetraloop–receptor, this
yields a similar analytical expression for ΔΔG°/RT, which in turn
can be least-squares fitted to experiment results. The connection
between the scaled particle theory model and the experimental
parameters is given by the following:

ΔΔGo =ΔGo;Crd −ΔGo =ΔGdil→crd
fold −ΔGdil→crd

unfold : [4]
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For the present fits, the effective radius of PEG 8000 (rc = 15 Å)
is taken from literature values for the radius of gyration (26).
We can roughly estimate rfold for the folded tetraloop–receptor
(rfold = 12.5 Å) from the crystal structure 1GID by computing
the volume enclosed by the solvent accessible surface area
(probe radius, 1.4 Å) for nucleotides 147–156 (tetraloop) and
220–229 and 245–253 (receptor) (27). Hard-sphere radius estimates
for the unfolded tetraloop–receptor are not available and instead
characterized by least-squares analysis of the data. As summarized
in Fig. 5, the scaled particle theoretical predictions for ΔΔG° prove
to be in surprisingly good agreement with experiment, predicting an
effective radius of runfold ∼ 27 (1) Å for the unfolded tetraloop–
receptor state. Although the approximate nature of such a hard-
sphere model does not warrant rigorous interpretation of length
parameters, it is nevertheless worth noting that runfold is compara-
ble to the end-to-end distance (∼24 Å) of the PEG6 linker be-
tween the free tetraloop and receptor regions.
We can take this scaled particle treatment one step further and

in a similar manner analyze the dependence of the folding/
unfolding kinetic rate constants on PEG 8000 molecular crowding
(see Fig. S2). Specifically, we start with the simple transition state
theory expression:

kðTÞ= ν exp
�
−ΔG‡

�
RT

�
; [5]

where ΔG‡ represents the free-energy barrier and ν is the at-
tempt frequency along the reaction coordinate to surmount this
barrier (22, 23, 28). By scaling the rate constants to the values at
zero PEG 8000 concentrations, we can extract Δ[ln(k(T)/ν)] and
therefore ΔΔG‡/RT for the tetraloop–receptor folding/unfolding
directions as a function of excluded volume fraction φ. This

analysis is summarized in Fig. 3B, where least-squares fits to kfold
and kunfold keep rfold and runfold fixed as determined previously,
but allow the effective radius of the transition state conformation
(rtst) to float. Independent fits to both kfold and kunfold datasets
provide self-consistent results for the transition state radii, with
rtst (folding) ∼ 16.0 (3) Å and rtst (unfolding) ∼ 16.2 (5) Å. The
resulting effective hard-sphere volumes for these three states are
illustrated along the reaction coordinate in Fig. 5B, with the
relative radii indicated in the Insets. Once again, despite the
obvious approximations implicit in any such hard-sphere model,
it is worth noting that the effective radius and volume of the
transition state lie much closer to that of the folded tetraloop–
receptor construct. This picture is therefore consistent with our
previous interpretation of the kinetics, specifically in terms of
molecular crowding effects shifting the transition state to a more
compact conformation “late” along the reaction coordinate.

Molecular Crowding Model Provides a Physical Basis for Stabilization.
In the absence of any differential free-energy stabilization of
folded vs. unfolded conformations, traditional continuum ideas
of friction on molecular length scales (e.g., Kramers’ theory and
molecular viscosity) would simply predict a downward shift in the
forward and reverse rate constants by precisely the same factor
(29). The thermodynamics and kinetics of molecular crowding,
therefore, where equilibrium constants can shift by orders of
magnitude and forward/reverse rates can be strongly influenced
up or down even for ideal noninteracting particles, requires
a different physical picture. Fortunately, the ideas of excluded
volume and molecular crowding have been explored and are well
developed for protein folding systems. Here, we invoke these
ideas to explain the experimental observations of our isolated
RNA tertiary interaction under crowded conditions (8). From
Fig. 3B, it is clear that PEG 8000 has the strongest influence on
the forward folding free energy barrier, resulting in a large differ-
ential increase in kfold. With finite excluded volume (Fig. 1B), it can
be envisioned that the tetraloop–receptor occupies cavities that
form between the PEG 8000 molecules. Because forming larger
cavities is more entropically costly than smaller ones, RNA con-
formations with larger effective radii (e.g., unfolded structures) will
both perturb and be perturbed to a greater degree with respect to
dilute aqueous solutions than more compact (i.e., folded) struc-
tures. According to the approximate hard-sphere model fits sum-
marized in Figs. 3 A and B and 5A, the unfolded state is charac-
terized by the largest effective radius [runfold ∼ 27 (2) Å], which
decreases substantially at the transition state [rtst ∼ 16 (1) Å],
followed by an additional, but more modest decrease to the final
folded state (rfold ∼ 12.5 Å). The kinetic data therefore confirm that
the greater decrease in free volume for the tetraloop–receptor
occurs between the unfolded and transition states, supporting
previous claims that the transition state for RNA folding may be
relatively compact for similar constructs (22, 23).
As an additional comment, we note that, for all PEG 8000

solutions, the viscosities increase substantially, which in a Kramers’
theory of reaction rates for a continuum solventmodel would suggest
a decrease of both folding and unfolding rate constants, absent any
barrier free-energy changes (29). However, the kinetic trends ob-
served in PEG 8000 solutions clearly illustrate the breakdown of
a simple Kramers’ theory description in terms of molecular friction,
which motivates the use of an excluded volume model to more ac-
curately describe the experimental results. However, it is worth
noting that there must be a smooth transition from continuum be-
havior to one of molecular crowding, depending on relative sizes of
the cosolutes. For example, the scaled particle model clearly must
break down in the limit of very small cosolutes (e.g., glycerol), where
the size of the particle is now many times smaller than the length
scale for folding/unfolding molecular motion.
Interestingly, the transition between these two regimes has

recently begun to be mapped out by Knowles et al. for DNA
duplex and hairpin constructs (14). They found that PEGs
cosolutes with 10 monomer units and higher (<mw> > 456 amu)

Fig. 5. (A) Stabilization plots for the GAAA tetraloop–receptor folding equi-
librium with respect to dilute buffer solution, revealing a nonlinear dependence
of ΔΔG° on excluded volume. (B) Fits to the equilibrium and kinetic data reflect
the effective radii of the tetraloop–receptor unfolded/folded (UF, F) and transi-
tion states (TS), respectively, as well as reveal a large loss of free volume between
UF and TS states followed by a much smaller loss between the TS and F states.
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led to an overall stabilizing influence on DNA hybridization (ΔG° <
0), in qualitative agreement with the present PEG 8000 (<mw> =
8,000 amu) results. However, PEGs below 10 monomer units
(<mw> < 456 amu) were found to have a slightly destabilizing
effect on DNA hybridization (ΔG° > 0), whereas Eq. 3 would
incorrectly predict the opposite in the limit of small rc. Thus,
kinetic crowding effects clearly depend on the ratio of cosolute
lengths with respect to the scale of molecular motion, with the
observed transition by Knowles et al. around ∼10 PEG monomer
units reflecting the specific size of their 12-nt DNA constructs under
investigation (14). This result also shows that the approximate na-
ture of the “hard-sphere” picture and that “soft” or chemical
interactions likely contribute to the observed thermodynamics to
some degree. Additionally, this model has clear limitations for ex-
tremely high concentrations of cosolutes, where the RNA can fold/
unfold in cavities with significant thermodynamic perturbations to
both folded and unfolded structures. Indeed, such effects have been
observed in cavity-constrained protein-folding simulations, where
the stability of native folded structures are perturbed as well (30).
Under such high concentration conditions, however, one would
expect to see enthalpic contributions to the thermodynamics of
folding stabilization; based on experimental results up to 8% ex-
cluded volume, we have apparently not yet reached such a regime.
However, the most important predictions of such a simple

model are the estimated ΔΔG° values for excluded volume
fractions under cellular conditions, where potential molecular-
crowding materials (nucleic acids, proteins, lipids) are thought to
occupy ∼20–30% of the total volume (31). The results are shown
by the blue dashed line in Fig. 5A, which suggest molecular-
crowding effects to be on the order of ΔΔG° = −4.5 to −5 kcal/mol.
This is a remarkably large effect, as a differential stabilization of
the folded state by −5 kcal/mol would correspond to an increase
in the folding equilibrium constant by >4,000-fold. Furthermore,
because the present study suggests that such free-energy changes
arise predominantly from increase in the folding rate constant,
this would imply that kfold could be increased by as much as
factors of 103. Such effects may be especially critical in RNA-
based cellular processes where the folding rate of a specific

tertiary contact can control the overall rate of enzymatic cleav-
age, such as in the case of the hammerhead ribozyme (32). For
such systems, one might anticipate that molecular crowding could
therefore substantially influence both the rates and preferred
directions of complex biochemical pathways in the cell (8, 15).

Conclusions
In this work, the origins of a large (∼60×), molecular-crowding–
based, preferential stabilization of the isolated tetraloop–receptor
folded state have been explored at the single-molecule level.
Kinetic data reveal a strong acceleration of kfold, which accounts
for nearly the entire change in Keq. The importance of confor-
mational size on these effects is supported by temperature-
dependent measurements that illustrate molecular crowding to
be primarily entropic rather than enthalpic in both thermody-
namic and kinetic origin. To interpret the observed kinetics and
equilibria in PEG 8000 solutions, a hard-sphere picture is in-
voked, for which the presence of the PEG cosolutes restricts the
unfolded conformational space of the tetraloop–receptor RNA-
plus-PEG cosolute system. These results clearly highlight the
need for further single-molecule studies of RNA folding kinetics
under more physiologically relevant solution conditions (e.g.,
with proteins, cellular extracts, or in vivo), to develop and test
more sophisticated theoretical models for molecular crowding
contributions to folding thermodynamics and kinetics.

Materials and Methods
The SI Text contains full descriptions of all experimental procedures including
RNA construct assembly, sample preparation, and single-molecule data ac-
quisition. A detailed discussion of kinetic analysis of single-molecule EFRET
trajectories is also included (Fig. S1). Additionally, the experimental data and
a description of the temperature-dependent kinetic measurements is included.
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RNA Construct and Reagents
The model tetraloop–receptor RNA construct (Fig. 1) is as-
sembled by annealing together three pieces of RNA that were
purchased from IDT: (i) a DNA surface tether strand, 5′-biotin-
CGC ACT CGT CTG AG-3′; (ii) a Cy3-labeled tetraloop-linker-
helix strand, 5′-Cy3-GGC GAA AGC C-PEG6-CGU GUC GUC
CUA AGU CGG C-3′; and (iii) a Cy5-labeled helix strand, 5′-
Cy5-GCC GAU AUG GAC GAC ACG CCC CUC AGA CGA
GUG CG-3′. Sandwich-style sample holders were prepared by
making a channel between a glass slide and a coverslip separated
by two strips of double-sided tape. The channel is flushed with
a 10:1 mixture of BSA:BSA-biotin at ∼1 mg/mL total protein
concentration, followed by streptavidin (∼0.1 mg/mL) and lastly
the tetraloop–receptor RNA construct at ∼100 pM dilution. Just
before imaging, the channel is flushed with an imaging solution
that contains the following: (i) 50 mM Hepes buffer (pH 7.5),
(ii) 0–100 mM NaCl and 0.1 mM EDTH, (iii) 2 mM Trolox (9-
hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid), (iv) ∼0.1
mg/mL protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase (PCD), (v) ∼10 mM
3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid (PCA) to catalytically remove oxygen,
and (vi) PEG 8000 to achieve the desired solution conditions.

Confocal Imaging
Surface immobilized molecules are imaged with a home-built
confocal microscope that has been described in detail elsewhere
(1, 2). Briefly, the samples are illuminated with 532-nm light
from a pulsed ND:YAG laser (10 ps at 20 MHz) that is focused
to a diffraction limited spot by a 1.2 N.A. water immersion ob-
jective. The total fluorescence from single dye-labeled RNA
molecules is collected through the same objective, focused
through a 50-μm pinhole, and split into Cy3 and Cy5 channels
with dichroics (645 nm) just before collection by avalanche

photodiodes. Background correction, EFRET calculation, and
dwell time analysis are performed with in-house written software.
As in previous studies, the kinetics of GAAA tetraloop–

receptor folding is measured from single-molecule fluorescence
intensity trajectories as follows (2–8). Folding and unfolding
events are observed as anticorrelated intensity fluctuations be-
tween the Cy3 and Cy5 channels. Fluorescence intensities are
then used to calculate the fluorescence resonance energy trans-
fer efficiency values (EFRET), generating EFRET trajectories, that
reveal binary switching between high (EFRET ∼ 0.7) and low
(EFRET ∼ 0.3) energy transfer efficiency (7). Crossings between
high and low EFRET define the time the construct spends in each
state, or dwell times (τfold and τunfold), which are then integrated
with cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) to describe the
decay out of the folded and unfolded states (9). Under typical
illumination intensities (1–2 μW), each individual molecule sur-
vives long enough to record between 5 and 50 switching events
before irreversibly photobleaching. To build up the 200–500 total
switching events to accurately describe the single-exponential
decay out of each state, ∼10–50 individual molecules are moni-
tored under one set of solution conditions. The aggregate switching
events are then randomly sorted into three subdatasets and least-
squares fit to single-exponential functions yielding unimolecular
rate constants for folding (kfold) and unfolding (kunfold) (10, 11).
The average and SD of the three independent fits are reported
on the plots. Typically, the fractional error on individual data
points is ∼10% of the absolute value.
To control the sample temperature for thermodynamic mea-

surements, the sample is heated in two ways: (i) simultaneous
proportional–integral–derivative controlled Peltier heating of
both stage and objective and (ii) an IR laser tuned to the first
overtone of the OH stretch of water (1,455 nm) and focused to
a ∼17-μm spot coaxial with the visible laser excitation beam (7, 12).
Both methods have been shown to provide temperature control
to a precision and accuracy of ±0.1 °C (6–8, 12).
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Fig. S1. Sample data analysis is shown. (A) Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence time trajectories illustrate the anticorrelated intensity fluctuations due to folding and
unfolding transitions. (B) The EFRET time trajectory is calculated from fluorescence intensities revealing the binary two-state switching behavior. (C) The dwell
times in the folded and unfolded states are used to construct the CDFs for folding and unfolding, which are then fit with single-exponential functions to
extract kfold and kunfold.

Fig. S2. Temperature dependences of the measured rate constants are shown in aqueous (red) and 8% PEG 8000 (blue) solutions. In both the folding (kon) and
unfolding (koff) processes, the lines are parallel, indicating no significant change in the transition state enthalpies for either process. The largest effect is the
upward offset of ln(kon) under crowded conditions. Similar to our analysis of the equilibrium results, this uniform upward shift in kon corresponds to crowding-
induced changes in the entropy rather than enthalpy. However, with both forward and backward single-molecule rate constants explicitly measured as
a function of temperature, the data further reveal that this shift arises predominantly from a reduction in the entropic cost of forming the transition state from
the unfolded rather than folded state.
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